2009 NYSTA Winning Fields Seminar, Cooperstown, NY

Over 115 people attended the October 1, 2009 NYSTA Winning Fields Seminar at Doubleday Field in Cooperstown, New York. This one-day seminar offered a variety of courses including management, maintenance, research and hands-on training for athletic field and general ground maintenance professionals. Trade Show exhibitors were there to answer questions and offer equipment demonstrations.

(left) Kevin Trotta, Global Sports Alliance, talks about conducting personal sports turf research.

(right) Joseph Potrikus, CSFM, Greener World Landscape Maintenance, LLC, talks about preparing fields in the winter for quick spring playability.

(left) Kevin Trotta, left, and Frank Rossi, Ph.D., Cornell University, speak at the Winning Fields Seminar about Environmental Turf Craft.

(right and below) Brad Gregus, Mar-Co Clay Products, show attendees steps to rebuild and level a baseball mound.